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Contact Amsterdam
Contact Amsterdam is a creative hub in the West of Amsterdam. I was responsible for 
establishing the tone of voice of the platform. I created the webstite texts and social media 
strategy for the first phase of the project, where artists and startups were recruited. The tone 
of voice of Contact Amsterdam is the voice of a personal community, rather than just a 
facilitator. Contact Amsterdam is an exclusive collective and guarantees high quality without 
losing approachability. To reach specific prospects in various creative fields I used a mixture 
of specific targets with Facebook advertising. This led to over 40 serious tenant applications 
in the first week. 
!
"Contact Amsterdam is a collective of interdisciplinary creative minds in the West of 
Amsterdam. Our community believes in the blurring of boundaries, that the creative industry 
and business empower each other and that collaboration leads to innovation. Make our 
community complete with your creativity and expertise!" 
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Contact Amsterdam social media content

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include multi-media, crafts, technology, architecture, circular, 
architect, construction, interior design, sustainability 

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include multi-media, crafts, technology, programming, code, 
artificial intelligence 



Contact Amsterdam social media content

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include multi-media, crafts, technology, robotics, robots, 
animals, mechanics, artificial intelligence

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include multi-media, crafts, technology, fashion, fashion 
design, design, artificial intelligence 



Contact Amsterdam social media content

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include multi-media, crafts, technology, design, product 
design, industrial design 

Targets  
Amsterdam based men and women between 21 - 65 years old, 
interests include culture, art, hospitality, entrepreneurship, horeca.   



Amsterdam Light Festival
As content coordinator for Amsterdam Light Festival 2016-2017 I was responsible for making 
sure all the medium specific copy outings created a cohesive story. SEO proof web content, 
audiotour script, information boards, news letters and all social media content were part of 
this. The texts about the artworks in the cahier, the official report on the festival’s results were 
written by me as well (be sure to check this document out here). 

Hourglass by Wilhelmusvlug at the Illuminade walking route in 2016-2017. A minute long time-lapse projection made of 
footage that was collected in the Wertheimpark for an entire year, showing the passing of the seasons. Photo by Janus van 
den Einden.

https://media.wix.com/ugd/e0daca_825a579c56aa44ff8f8662813688fb9c.pdf


Amsterdam Light Festival - Making Of
During my time at the Amsterdam Light Festival I ensured that, for the first time, the making 
and designing proces of the 30 artworks got the attention it deserved, giving consumers and 
stakeholders special behind the scene sneak peaks. This enabled the communication proces 
to start earlier in the year and become more visual, to built anticipation for the event.  



Amsterdam Light Festival - a more personal approach
Amsterdam Light Festival needed a personal though, in my opinion. That is why made sure 
that more attention to the artists backgrounds was given in the communication strategy. I also 
started a ‘Humans of Amsterdam Light Festival’ portrait series, to give the festival a face. 
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Amsterdam Light Festival - Photography workshops
Lowlight Photography Workshop  
During the festival I was responsible for the concept, 
strategy and execution of an exclusive Lowlight Photography 
workshop with Magnum Photography Award winner and 
Amsterdam Light Festival jury member Cris Toala Olivares. 
National Geographic and DigiFotostarter both have 10 spots 
away to hobby photographers through their channels. Cris 
gave lecture where he gave away his secret to photography 
at The Paper Factory Amsterdam, the paper sponsor of the 
festival. After this the winners were picked up by a boat form 
Canal Company, the founding partner of the festival. Cris 
guided the photographers on the boat that took the winners 
along the Water Colors boat route. The workshop took 
advantage of the many hobby photographers it attracts, 
showed take-holders the festival is serious about 
photography and created media coverage.



Amsterdam Light Festival - Photography workshops
Telephone Photography Workshop  
During the festival I was responsible for the 
concept, strategy and execution of an 
exc lus ive Te lephone Pho tography 
Workshop w i th I ns tag ram he roes 
@ m e c e n z o a n d @ m a r i a n n e h o p e . 
Participants could enter a photo on 
Instagram by using a custom hashtag, 
#amsterdamlightworkshop, and by tagging 
@amsterdaml ight fest iva l . Mar ianne 
selected 10 winners that she gave an 
exclusive workshop to, explaining how she 
edits her pictures. After this the winners 
went on a photography hunt at the 
Illuminade walking route, with Marianne 
and Macenzo giving them tips. NSMBL.nl 
gave a away two spots for the workshop as 
well. The workshop created a great online 
buzz and increased the following of the 
Amsterdam Light Festival Instagram 
account. During my time at the Amsterdam 
Light Festival I established a 113% growth 
in Instagram followers. 

http://NSMBL.nl

